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BENCH FRACTAL

Individual seat devised as an isolated seat for informal groupings and which by aggregation permits the composition of

shapes facilitated by its hexagonal shape. It is a versatile element for multiple indoor and outdoor scenarios. A simple,

lightweight piece that favours the connection between people and pieces. Created from the simplicity and efficiency of

a seat that does not seek to interfere in the spatial framework.

In addition to its function as a bench, favourable in children's environments due to its versatility of placement, it is

suitable for natural environments due to its aesthetics and materials as well as the possibility of extension.

BENCH FRACTAL
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The purity of the lines and the roundness between the planes of the

FRACTAL bench are reinforced by the perfect finishes emphasised by

the joints.

Minimalist in design, its seat allows the arrangement on all sides of the

piece and facilitates the interaction of people. This is caused by the

elimination of the backrest and the ability of the piece to fit together with

its counterparts.

The placement of several pieces in a row by joining their vertices or by

means of parallel faces allows the separation of spaces while

maintaining an attractive aesthetic or the creation of spaces of greater

height that can also be used as a platform.

BENCH FRACTAL

B. Metal

HEB profile with rust protection black finish

A. Wood

Autoclave treated and protected red pine, FSC-certified

Treated and protected tropical, FSC certified

Steel structure with anti-rust protection

C. Plastic

High-density polyethylene (HDPE) with recycled rice husk

Materials and finishes available

Measurements in centimetres (cm)

Technical Specifications
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QZ Urban Furniture reserves the right to change details of part specifications and equipment

without prior notice. These details are subject to change according to country conditions and

requirements. Please check with the team for details regarding any changes.

Note: The parts shown and the technical specifications given in this catalogue may differ from the

models and equipment available at the time of manufacture. Colours may vary slightly from the

catalogue photos.

Caring for the environment is a priority for QZ Urban Furniture. We take many steps to ensure that during

the creation of our products, from design, production, distribution, sales and end of life, we minimise their

environmental impact. It will be a pleasure for the whole team to provide you with information about the

importance of the environment to all of us.

For more information, please visit our website: www.qzurbanfurniture.com

For more information about our urban furniture:

www.qzurbanfurniture.com

For more information about our architecture:

www.eminguez.com
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